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Nuevo Vallarta
Nestled between the Pacific Ocean and the Sierra Madre Mountains, Vidanta Nuevo Vallarta is the
largest destination within the Vidanta collection, encompassing over 2,500 acres. Nine miles of
wooden pathways connect five resort hotels to an endless array of amenities: one golf course
designed by Jack Nicklaus and another by Greg Norman; two luxury spas, salons, and fitness centers;
high-end boutique shopping; nightly entertainment; 20 world-class restaurants; stunning pools; and
activities for the whole family.

Destination Highlights
• Five resort hotels
• AAA Five Diamond resort hotel
– Grand Luxxe
• Over one mile of beach
• 38 bars & restaurants
• Two luxury spas & fitness centers
• 27 pools
• Santuario Bar & Lounge, a massive
entertainment plaza
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•
•
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•
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La Plaza shopping center, including
Mercado México & Mercado Gourmet
Nine miles of wooden pathways
One Nicklaus Design Golf Course
One brand-new Norman Signature
Golf Course
The Jack Nicklaus Golf Academy
*Coming soon –The Park, an immersive
theme park in collaboration with Cirque
Du Soleil (2018)

Riviera Maya
At Vidanta Riviera Maya, luxury vacationing meets natural beauty to create a place filled with
adventure and relaxation during the day, and excitement each night. This unique vacation
destination spans 1,000 acres and is located on the Yucatán Peninsula. Here you can find everything
needed to experience true happiness, including JOYÀ, the resident Cirque du Soleil show; five luxury
resort hotels; world-class restaurants; spectacular pools; shopping boutiques; a Jack Nicklausdesigned golf course; wooden pathways throughout the resort; indulgent spas; and beach games
and sports for the whole family.

Destination Highlights
• Five resort hotels
• Over half a mile of beach
• 17 bars & restaurants
• Two luxury spas and fitness centers
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15 pools
One resident Cirque du Soleil show: JOYÀ
Three animal sanctuaries: flamingo,
crocodile, and sea turtle
One Nicklaus Design Golf Course
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Los Cabos
At this breathtaking peninsula, resort luxury intersects with a dramatic natural setting. Featuring
expansive pools, gourmet dining experiences, and activities for all ages, this secluded destination
offers the most in resort vacationing. Additionally, just minutes from the resort, you’ll find one of the
world’s most exclusive shopping districts and other off-site excursions.

Destination Highlights
• One resort hotel
• Five bars & restaurants
• Brio Spa & Fitness Center
• Four pools

•
•
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One Mayan Sanctuary
One nine-hole golf course
*Coming Soon – Two new Hakkasan Group
restaurants and a beach club (2017)

Acapulco
In the heart of the Punta Diamante tourist district, Vidanta Acapulco has it all. This 450-acre resort
boasts nearly-perfect weather year-round; fine dining with a dish for every palate; our Aqua Park and
Lazy River; a spectacular golf course; and a world-class spa. And for those who want to sample the
local culture, nearby downtown Acapulco offers a vibrant nightlife and delicious dining scene.

Destination Highlights
• Three resort hotels
• Almost one mile of beach
• 16 bars & restaurants
• Brio Spa & Fitness Center

•
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Ten pools
Nine tennis courts
One 18-hole golf course
One sea turtle sanctuary

Puerto Peñasco
At almost 30,000 acres, Vidanta Puerto Peñasco is an oasis of relaxation and luxury located where
the desert meets the beautiful Sea of Cortez. Puerto Peñasco offers adventure and excitement with
indoor/outdoor pools, beach games and sports, and a Jack Nicklaus-designed golf course called
“one of the 20 best and most fascinating courses in the world.” Peace and relaxation can be found at
the wonderful spa, and within the soothing desert surroundings.

Destination Highlights
• Two resort hotels
• Over three miles of beach
• Five bars & restaurants

•
•
•

Brio Spa & Fitness Center
Five pools
One Nicklaus Design Golf Course

Puerto Vallarta
Tucked between the Bay of Banderas and the Sierra Madre Mountains and known for being “The
World's Friendliest City,” Puerto Vallarta is home to Vidanta’s family resort with its luxurious
atmosphere and friendly staff. Guests at this gorgeous resort are welcome to explore the world of
nearby Vidanta Nuevo Vallarta as well.

Destination Highlights
• One resort hotel
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Four bars & restaurants
Four pools
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Mazatlán
The very first location of Vidanta, Mazatlán is home to two cozy resort hotels where you can enjoy
beautiful pools and beaches, a world of activities to keep the family smiling all day, and the warmth
of both the sun and the people of Mazatlán.

Destination Highlights
• Two resort hotels

•
•

Five bars & restaurants
Four pools

ABOUT VIDANTA RESORTS:
Vidanta is an elite collection of luxury properties located on the most coveted beaches in Mexico. Vidanta’s
seven distinct destinations consist of Vidanta Nuevo Vallarta, Vidanta Riviera Maya, Vidanta Los Cabos, Vidanta
Acapulco, Vidanta Puerto Peñasco, Vidanta Puerto Vallarta, and Vidanta Mazatlán. In addition, Vidanta is
comprised of six different resort hotel brands, each offering an exceptional guest experience, including Grand
Luxxe, The Grand Bliss, The Grand Mayan, The Bliss, Mayan Palace, and Sea Garden. Vidanta is dedicated to
elevating the typical resort experience through continual evolution, with a vision rooted in innovation and the
highest quality standards. Every resort boasts an extensive list of amenities, signature services, and authentic
experiences unique to each destination. Additionally, Vidanta features a diverse selection of entertainment
options and activities; world-class, luxury spas; as well as six renowned golf courses designed by the sport’s
biggest names, including three Jack Nicklaus courses and a new Greg Norman course at Nuevo Vallarta. From
new resorts under development in Mexico’s most desirable locales, to a variety of inventive destination
attractions being introduced, including JOYÀ by Cirque du Soleil which recently debuted at Vidanta Riviera
Maya, as well as the forthcoming Cirque-Vidanta resort and theme park, Vidanta is constantly expanding and
offering new, one-of-a-kind guest experiences at each of its destinations. For more information, visit
www.vidanta.com.
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